
Recycling hero!Recycling hero!
You can become a

This Earth Day, recycle, reuse, and learn to compost your
waste and stop trash from taking over! 
Each box you complete earns your superhero status!

1-3 boxes - Hero-in-Training
4-7 boxes - Super Green Machine
8+ boxes - Ultimate Earth Protector

Sort metal,
plastic and

paper

Turn old
cans into
planters

Collect food
scraps for
compost

Trade cans
and bottles

for cash

Start
seedlings in
egg cartons

Save veggie
scraps to

make broth

Melt old
crayon

pieces in
new ones

Reuse
newspaper
as giftwrap

Use a clean
jar as a

flower vase

Turn a box
into a

rocketship

Bring your
own bags to

the store

Use both
sides of

notepaper
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1. The ___________ or AQI provides information about daily levels of air 
pollution. AQI uses colors, numbers, and words to inform about air quality.

2. ___________ are a type of pollutant that cause our entire planet to heat up. 
3. Air pollution that can be seen in the sky around us is called ___________.
4. Trees and forests are one way to trap ___________ out of the atmosphere 

and help end global heating. 
5. One way to address the emissions from motor vehicle is to move to all 

___________ vehicles. 
6. A promising fuel source to replace fossil fuels and power vehicles is 

___________.
7. People with ___________ are more endangered by poor air quality.
8. The burning smoke from ___________ caused breathing problems for many 

people in California last year.
9. Some alternatives to driving a car to work is riding a ___________.
10. ___________ can be helpful and protect humans from the sun’s harmful 

rays in the stratosphere, but at ground level can damage lungs and aggravate 
asthma.

Match the missing words in the sentences with 
the correct words from the column on the right.

KEYWORDS
wildfires
hydrogen
Ozone

bicycle, train, or bus
asthma
smog

greenhouse gases
Air Quality Index

electric
carbon


